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Betting on the past's future is a safe bet. So bet on this blank journal based off the sports almanac

from the Back to the Future Part II film. Keep track of your sports records, use it as a diary, or keep

a sketch book. But don't let the principal catch you looking at the copy of "Ooh La La" hidden

inside...
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This might look good sitting on a table, but that's all. No dust jacket and very little printing on the

inside- a few logos and a quotation every 15 pages or so. If you want a prop replica, this is a poor

buy. If you want a journal with a BTTF-themed cover, this may be a good choice for you.

This is a prop at best. I thought it would have some kind of content inside based on 's "Look Inside"

feature, but what you see there is pretty much it. It's about 140 pages each w/ a stamp on it. Other

than that, it's completely blank. How about you put some facts from the movie in there?

Something!!!

was excited to receive this but it looked like a printer was running low on certain colors and I got

this. A mustard stained napkin type print. Not cool. Expected more.You can't see in the picture that

well but the quality isn't there. Sorry, really wanted to like it.

I knew what I was buying, but still am extremely disappointed. You can tell that James just runs



these off when he gets an order (mine had 11 Jan 2016 stamped in the back). I should have read

the reviews a bit more since there are no lines in this notebook (was getting it to use for work). I was

going to over look that fact and still use this. Figured it would at least have the same shape as the

movie one...NOPE. Which again I would overlook since I knew it was a notebook for christ sake. But

then the kicker came. The cover image is so distorted that you can see large pixels on the lettering

side and back.As a huge BTTF fan I was excited to use this for some work meetings and get a few

laughs, but I think this will be going back and I will be looking for another notebook.

This book was quite disappointing. It was a journal with no lines inside and a weird little logo in the

corner. There was a quote every 20 or so pages. The cover did look like the almanac but it was not

flimsy or papery (I guess that's what you'd call it) like the almanac in the movie. When I received it

as a Christmas present for my dad it was practically ruined. The back of it seemed as if it was sliced

with a knife yet the package it came in was totally fine. I'm normally not very picky with my things

but this was an absolute rip off. I plan on returning this and spending my money on a different

replica elsewhere because I was very disappointed over this piece of junk.

Its just a blank journal with the appropriate cover... which honestly looked halfway misprinted (not

exactly ink smear, almost like it printed twice, but slightly offset giving a shadowed mirror effect to

everything.

This looks nothing like the real thing. Totally disappointed. If I wanted a journal with a cover printed

like the almanac, I would have ordered that. I was expecting a reproduction of the movie prop.

That's not what this is.

I bought it to go with a Halloween costume. Unfortunately, this one is not like the one in the movie.

The movie version is a magazine, but this one is a book...a smaller but much thicker version of what

was in the movie. I thought I would roll it up and stick it in my pocket, but there's no way to roll this

thing up. I thought it would be a replica with blank pages. It looks like I'll have to leave this one at

home so I don't have to carry it around.
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